
THIS IS THE RESTAURANT SPACE YOU HAVE BEEN

WAITING FOR Dont miss this opportunity to

Hotel/Leisure • Retail • Other

G2, 1 Pierpoint Road, Cairns City, Qld 4870

134 m²Floor Area:

Leased

Leased: Fri 19-Feb-21

Property Description

Phone enquiry code for this property: 1735

Restaurant G2 is located in the highly sought after waterfront location of the popular Pier
Cairns boardwalk and is available for lease for the first time in 6 years. Located right in the
middle on the marina side of the complex, the restaurant is surrounded by other quality
operators and is waiting for someone with a passion and drive to deliver sensational food
and an amazing dining experience to their guests. The space is ready for you to make it
your own.

The property features:
* 134sqm of indoor floor area
* 110sqm licenced outdoor dining space
* 15m glass door frontage with bi-fold door entry
* indoor space is air-conditioned
* underground car park with 2 hours free parking for customers

Whilst Restaurant G2 is predominately focused on the outdoor dining aspect there is the
possibility of expanding the indoor space and opening it up to give amazing exposure and
access from the inside of the centre as well. Along with increased exposure, an internal
expansion would increase the indoor dining capacity allowing guests to dine in air-
conditioned comfort during the hotter times of the year.

We are looking for someone to take the Pier dining scene to the next level so if you think
you have the right concept contact us today to arrange a viewing. The owner is extremely
keen to fill this space as soon as possible and is ready to offer amazing incentives in order
to secure the right tenant.

Phone enquiry code for this property: 1735

Additional Details

Building
Partial
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